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1 Introduction

Service-Oriented Architectures (SOAs) are increasingly being used for designing and building large-scale networked and distributed systems. These systems are realized by dynamically composing a variety of network-available services. SOAMANET [15] provides a tool-suite for evaluation of such systems that involve large-scale SOAs on dynamic network platforms, such as Mobile Ad-hoc Networks (MANETs). For mission critical systems, it is often desired to increase the fidelity of tests to gain increased confidence in the SOA and/or MANET designs. One approach towards this is to use real applications running in a realistic network environment. However, performing field testing of large-scale distributed applications is difficult and expensive, especially when the nodes are mobile and use ad-hoc networking for connectivity. In lab solutions which can provide estimation of how application performance (specifically timeliness of information dissemination and throughput) varies with change in settings such as routing protocols, radio settings, geographical location are helpful. In this report, we describe a novel solution for this problem using a socket-based integration approach that allows running SOAMANET simulator in-loop with the real application.

The simulator runs in real-time and estimates network performance based on the size of the messages sent by real-applications on the physical network. The message recipients hold the received messages in a queue till they receive a confirmation from the simulator. This way, the network delays computed by the simulator translates into an actual delay experienced by the message handlers on the receiving platform. During our experiments we were able to show how the change in bandwidth and increased hop distances between physical nodes affect the application performance. This allows making judicious decisions about network and application settings before deploying them on the field.

This report is organized as follows: Sections 2 and 3 describe the SOAMANET tool-suite. Section 4 describes the architecture of a representative application. Section 5 describes the integration architecture. Section 6 presents an experimental case study. Finally, section 7 concludes the report.

2 SOAMANET Background

With the advances in networking technology and the availability of cheap and efficient mobile hardware, there is a growing trend of the use of networked and distributed mobile devices - which have now become a backbone for various strategic and tactical complex applications. These complex military applications are typically composed of several different and collaborating smaller applications that are accessed as services by authorized entities on an on-demand basis. We call such an approach as Service-Oriented Architectures (SOAs) - an architectural style of building large-scale business and military applications that run on networked and distributed platforms and are constructed by composing various constituent network-available and distributed services. Evaluation of such large-scale SOAs, particularly on dynamic network platforms (such as MANETs) is a non-trivial problem that requires not only a correct modeling of SOAs and the network platforms, but also the relationship between the two.

Most of the tools generally found provide simulation support for either service-oriented architectures (SOA research) [21], [25], [17], [18], [2] or mobile ad-hoc networks (networking research) [20], [28], but not SOA and MANET in combination. Further, [33] and [35] develop strategies to migrate existing applications to MANET environments, [23] and [36] discuss discovery protocols useful in this domain, [27] applies SOAs on MANETs on real network and devices, and [26] provides a preliminary prototype in vehicular ad-hoc networks. In
contrast to current efforts, SOAMANET is a dedicated tool for seamless evaluation of SOA and/or MANET designs in various ways such as complete simulation within a network simulator, or simulation using externally running real applications. It uses Model-Integrated Computing (MIC) technology \[30\], \[13\], \[32\], \[31\], \[10\] for building models and synthesizing simulation artifacts.

Figure 1 shows the high-level of architecture of the SOAMANET tool. In the figure, the non-shaded parts represent the key components of the SOAMANET tool, whereas the lightly shaded box represents the external simulation at run time. The experiment specification provides a description of the system to be evaluated. This is used to create a domain-specific SOA modeling language (DSML) \[10\], \[32\] that is used to build models for SOA modeling and simulation. These models are used next to automatically configure the simulation using UDM \[16\] at run-time. The run-time simulation platform consists of general-purpose SOA modules - for applications, devices, mobility patterns, and routing protocols - that support a variety of workflow patterns \[19\] as well as several dataflow models. These modules are run on an off-the-shelf network simulator that has support for mobile ad-hoc routing such as OMNeT++ \[14\] or ns-2 \[5\]. The application to network mapping provides a means for automatically configuring these modules on network nodes.

SOAMANET currently supports OMNeT++ \[14\] for network modeling and simulation. Using OMNeT++'s flexible architecture, SOAMANET augments it for the development of generic SOA software models for applications, devices, mobility patterns, and routing protocols. The SOA applications are built in C++ in a modular and reusable manner and are currently configured as UDP applications in the OMNeT++ language. SOAMANET uses a library called INETMANET \[12\] that supplies models for the complete network stack including various MANET routing protocols \[3\] such as AODV \[34\], DSR \[29\], OLSR \[24\], and DYMO \[22\], which are also supported by SOAMANET for the SOA application configuration. Currently the terrain (3D) modeling of objects, mobility, and communications is not supported in SOAMANET.

### 3 SOAMANET Extensions

SOAMANET has been extended in several ways beyond its main application as a simulation tool for SOA over MANETs. This basic mode of SOAMANET’s application is represented as Mode 1 in Figure 2. However, with its highly re-usable modeling techniques and analysis capabilities, it can be also used to support a variety of applications. For example, SOAMANET supports running simulations completely external to a network simulator, i.e. completely on real network nodes (Mode 2). Additionally, external/real applications can run externally while using OMNeT++ based network simulator as the network between them. This is accomplished by either establishing socket-based communication between corresponding proxy nodes inside
the network simulator (Mode 3) or via the Command and Control (C2) Wind Tunnel\(^1\) (C2WT) simulation integration framework \([1]\) (Mode 4). SOAMANET's Mode 1 and Mode 4 are highly useful when it becomes practically infeasible to build a realistic network or run real applications due to cost, security, or safety concerns. Additionally, while Mode 2 represents the “most realistic” simulation using all real entities, it often is not practical in the SOAMANET evaluation context, particularly because the network nodes are mobile and dynamic networking platforms such as MANETs must be used. This is because space and cost limitations constrain the use of real mobile devices and also the real hosts such as tanks and aircrafts are usually unavailable for testing purposes. In such cases, Mode 3 and 4 represent good alternatives for providing a safe, secure, confined, and efficient solution, which also supports high-fidelity simulations with node mobility and networking using the SOAMANET simulator. This report focuses on the Mode 3.

4 Architecture of a Representative Application

In this study, we considered a class of applications that use asynchronous event-based communication. Figure 3 illustrates an example application configuration. Each application platform can have software components that either publish or consume the data. The communication between a publisher and a consumer can be implemented either as a unicast connection or a multicast channel. Moreover, both of these transport mechanisms could be implemented over any of the supported MANET protocols such as OLSR \([24]\) or DYMO \([22]\).

Typically, a middleware facilitates the connections between publishers and consumers, freeing them from lower level tasks such as discovering the target node, and marshaling and unmarshaling of the data. For

\(^1\) C2WT \([1]\) is a graphical environment for rapid design and deployment heterogeneous C2 simulation federations. It runs on an HLA \([11]\) based Run-Time Infrastructure (RTI) called Portico \([7]\), and supports rapid integration of federates written in a number of languages/simulators such as C, C++, Java, MATLAB/Simulink \([4]\), DEVSJAVA \([9]\), CPN Tools \([8]\), and OMNeT++ \([14]\).
example, the System of Systems Common Operating Environment (SOSCOE) is a middleware solution from Boeing\textsuperscript{2} for connecting command and control (C2) systems to services, legacy systems, and operating system software.

Similarly, Opensplice \textsuperscript{[6]} is a middleware that implements Data Distribution Services (DDS), a standard from the Object Management Group (OMG). DDS supports a publish-subscribe communication mechanism that ensures that the message sender and receiver remain decoupled. Messages are distributed by publishers without knowing who will receive the messages. Each message is associated with a special data type called topic. A subscriber registers to one or more topics of its interest. DDS guarantees that the subscriber will receive messages only from the topics that it had subscribed. A host can act both as a publisher of various topics, and simultaneously as a subscriber of other topics.

5 Integration Architecture

In the context of SOAMANET evaluation, it is often desired to run real applications over a simulated network, particularly when the network is highly dynamic in nature such as in MANETs. As shown in Figure 2, Mode 3 of SOAMANET application allows for such an evaluation method. In particular, here the external applications are run on real devices/computers and they talk to each-other over a simulated network. The communication between external applications and network is exercised using a TCP socket based communication layer that implements a mutually agreeable communication protocol. Although the real messages are sent to the recipient external applications directly over a fast connection (such as a Gigabit Ethernet over a local switch), they are used only when the corresponding messages from the simulated network have arrived.

Figure 4 shows the overall architecture for integrating external applications in SOAMANET. The external environment contains various applications running on several computing nodes/devices connected together through some middleware, e.g. Data Distribution Service (DDS). Each external application is connected to an application proxy within SOAMANET using a TCP socket. External applications are represented by application proxies within the simulation environment. Therefore, they are configured using a representative MANET network topology with a suitable MANET routing protocol, configured at the start of simulation. Application proxies can also be configured to move according to experiment specifications. In this experiment we used DYMO as the MANET routing protocol.

\textsuperscript{2} http://www.boeing.com/bds/soscoe/index.html
Every message sent from an external application to another external application results in the transmission of two messages. The first message is transferred by the middleware to a holding area called Sim Proxy. A Sim Proxy is created for each receiving endpoint of an application. The second message is sent to the application proxy running in SOAMANET using TCP sockets (thick dark arrows between external environment and SOAMANET). The network simulation in SOAMANET is synchronized to run with the real-time by extending the default scheduler of discrete-event network simulator (such as OMNeT++ or ns-2). In this experiment, we used OMNeT++ as the network simulator. Currently, the applications can be configured to run with peer-to-peer messaging (unicast) as well using a multicast network. For multicast networks, the simulation (and application proxies) can be appropriately configured to participate in various multicast groups.

Within SOAMANET, the references to the socket connections held by the application proxies are kept in a separate module called “External Receiver”. This module periodically performs select operations on these TCP sockets to check for the arrival of messages. The periodicity is set to a very low value (0.005 seconds of simulation time) to minimize undue delays in messaging. At the end of the loop, the list of messages is sent with zero delay (logical) to appropriate application proxies.

When messages traveling in the simulated network arrive at destination application proxies, they are sent immediately to the Sim Proxy via TCP sockets. At that time, the Sim Proxy finds the corresponding real message (matched using a unique identifier) that it had held, and releases the real message to the appropriate external application. The time taken between the receipt of a message at application proxy in SOAMANET and receipt of the corresponding message in the Sim Proxy is equal to $T_1 + T_2 + \Delta$, where $T_1$ is the time taken to transmit the message from the sender Sim Proxy to the simulator, $T_2$ is the time taken to transmit the message from the simulator to the receiver Sim Proxy, and $\Delta$ is the simulated delay computed in SOAMANET. Typically $T_1, T_2 \ll \Delta$, due to $T_1$ and $T_2$ being transmission times over a fast 1Gbps network.
Fig. 5. Data Delivery Channels. The host status information flows from bottom to top direction and the commands flow in the opposite direction.

6 Case Study

We consider a distributed monitoring and control framework required to manage the health of mobile computing platforms. The hierarchical network structure of monitoring is described in Figure 5. A local manager runs on each node to collect and report the local status. It receives control commands from a regional manager to monitor the system health. A regional manager is a bridge between local managers and the central manager. A regional manager belongs to a multicast group. It supervises a set of local managers, collects status reports from local managers, filters out the necessary information, and transfers the information to the central manager (also known as the global manager). It also distributes commands to local managers that are under its supervision. The central manager also collects all status reports and processes them to create a global report.

It is possible to have more than one regional manager in a regional zone. The secondary regional manager only takes over if the primary instance fails. A local manager, running on a local platform, can change its multicast group if it moves out of communication range.
Fig. 6. Experiment setup

Fig. 7. Geographical location of all nodes.
We instantiated this application in our lab and integrated it with SOMANET as described in previous section and conducted several experiments. The aim of the experiment was to simulate the effect of radio bandwidth and network jamming attacks on the system. The experimental results and setup are described in following subsections.

**Experiment Setup** As shown in Figure 6, we used a Linux cluster to emulate the mobile platform nodes. All of the nodes were running an instance of an Opensplice daemon that facilitated application communication. Application code was altered to enable hooks such that it can interface with the simulator. As shown in Figure 5, the setup is arranged hierarchically to send data from lowest nodes, via the regional managers, to the global manager. In this experiment, we did not simulate the downward flow of commands from top to bottom.

Table 1 in the appendix shows the configuration file created in OMNET++ for this experiment. The MANET routing protocol used was DYMO. Each application instance shown in Figure 6 requires a corresponding application proxy to be created within the network simulator. While local managers are configured as sender proxies (i.e., they send information to other nodes), regional and global managers were configured as receiver proxies. Two regional managers, running on durip04 and durip06 were also configured as senders, because they also send information to global manager. Figure 7 describes the simulated geographical position and the radio range for all nodes.

**Results:** Figure 9 shows the median delay experienced at all receiver nodes for two different experiments, one with the radio bandwidth of 11 Mbps and the other with radio bandwidth of 54Mbps. The results clearly show that the performance degrades significantly with the reduction in the radio bandwidth. Notice that the
Next, we conducted a simulation experiment in which we instantiated eight zombie nodes to produce the network attack data. Each zombie node flooded the network with random data, which clearly increased the network delay. The geographical locations of nodes and zombies are shown in Figure 8. The results for experiments for both 11 Mbps and 54 Mbps are shown in Figure 10. We noticed that the number of packets dropped increased heavily when network was under attack. Moreover, the median delays were substantially larger than in the previous experiment. Total experiment time was 300 seconds.

7 Conclusions

Evaluation of general-purpose service-oriented architectures on mobile ad-hoc networks involves a variety of challenges. The problem is further exacerbated when high fidelity simulations are desired requiring to use
real applications communicating over a simulated network. In this report, we present an extension of the SOAMANET tool that caters to this evaluation requirement. Using model-based techniques, we present a unique capability to rapidly synthesize such evaluation platforms.

We also presented several case studies for the experiments conducted using SOAMANET and showed that with its modeling techniques, analysis capabilities and an intuitive user interface, SOAMANET provides a powerful tool for designing, developing, and analyzing dynamic SOA and/or MANET designs and implementations as well as to connect external applications seamlessly with the network simulation. Moreover, we also highlighted SOAMANET’s highly modular and flexible architecture that can be used to extend its application in several other modes for working with external applications.

We are currently working on enhancing SOAMANET’s capabilities to support scenarios that include various Command and Control (C2) architectural elements, as well as on applying its generic application modules for in-the-field evaluation of SOAMANET designs - network protocols, anticipated workflows, dataflows, and mobility patterns. In the future, we also expect to extend SOAMANET to support integration with additional simulation engines to increase its functionality in terms of the supported SOAs, network topologies and protocols, and MANET routing protocols.
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Table 1. Omnet Configuration file. Notice that each physical node in the experiment is mapped to a proxy in the omnet simulation.